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Andres is honored as an important hero by Filipinos. He was one of the main
organizers of the Katipunan, the organization that sought to unite Filipinos to free
themselves from centuries of harsh colonial rule. Ultimately, Andres led the start
of the Philippine Revolution. Who was Andres? Who was he as an elder brother?
What did he do for work? What were his hobbies? How did he lead the
Katipunan? And, what were his hopes for the Filipino? Learn about the
entrepreneur, bookworm, and activist who showed how hope could start a
revolution. --- Lahat ay kayang maging bayani! Through engaging narratives that
look into the lives of our heroes, the Bayani Biographies series aims to let
readers see that the youth of today are no different from the heroes they are
reading about.
Zack and Jasmine never dated, but no one else knows that. That story started in
college, because she was being a good friend, and he needed help with
something. The friendship and affection that followed were very real, but the lie
kept causing trouble. Years later, after a falling out and real relationships with
other people, the lie resurfaces to bother Jasmine one more time—when Zack's
exes ask her to stop him from marrying someone they think is totally wrong for
him. She's the only one who can help him, they say, because she's his best
friend. They also believe that Zack loved Jasmine the most—and maybe still does.
(This is a revised and expanded edition of My Imaginary Ex, the first book in the
Chic Manila series. All books in the series can be read as standalones.)
"The fifth in Pilandok's series of adventures is not only a show of our folk hero's
trademark cleverness, but also of Pilandok's concern for the environment ... the
pawikan is the target of many poachers and is in danger of extinction."--record for
an earlier edition.
Collection of essays on the civilization, history and traditions of various ethnic
groups in the Philippines.
Around 1910, three Dutch public intellectuals separately visited Manila. Feminist doctor
Aletta Jacobs, orientalist scholar Gerret Rouffaer, and ethnologist Hendrik Muller were
all curious to see how the Americans were implementing their much-advertised colonial
policy of "benevolent assimilation." In this book their reports are for the first time made
available to Philippine readers, thus adding to the social history of the city and the
country at a time when Americans were strengthening their hold over their new colony.
The Philippines series of the PALI Language Texts, under the general editorship of
Howard P. McKaughan, consists of lesson textbooks, grammars, and dictionaries for
seven major Filipino languages. Ilokano is an Austronesian language. It ranks third
among the major languages of the Philippines, being spoken by just over 12 percent of
the population. Widely spoken throughout the Philippines, Ilokano is the dominant
language of most of the provinces of Northern Luzon and is used as a lingua franca by
non-Ilokano speakers in this area. Settlers have also carried the language to Mindoro
and to several areas in Mindanao. The Ilokano dictionary was developed under the
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auspices of the Pacific and Asian Linguistics Institute (PALI) of the University of Hawaii,
and accompanies the Ilokano reference grammar by the same author as well as Ilokano
Lessons by Bernabe, Lapid, and Sibayan. The dictionary contains some 7,000 Ilokano
entries. Many of the entries are illustrated by Ilokano sentences to clarify usage.
This book is the list of printed documents I have collected about the Philippines in
general and the Tagalog language in particular. The entries are followed by an index of
the themes involved.
Notice: This Book is published by Historical Books Limited (www.publicdomain.org.uk)
as a Public Domain Book, if you have any inquiries, requests or need any help you can
just send an email to publications@publicdomain.org.uk This book is found as a public
domain and free book based on various online catalogs, if you think there are any
problems regard copyright issues please contact us immediately via
DMCA@publicdomain.org.uk
Essays by various authors on literary theory and critism of Philippine literature.
The perfect gag gift for anyone who appreciates a little toilet humor! Don't let number 2 stop
you from being number 1 on the job. Face the facts. You poop every day-more or less-but
making a misstep when you've got to go at the office could land you in some serious doo-doo.
How to Poo at Work is the ultimate guide to handling a range of potentially awkward situations,
including what to do when: • The boss is in the next stall • The toilet gets clogged • A
colleague follows you into the bathroom • There's no toilet paper Flush with useful diagrams,
this handy book can save your career from going down the toilet.
Unable to recover from her husband Max's death three years earlier, Shelley is astonished
when a man who identifies himself as Max's grandson shows up and claims that Max is still
alive, a revelation that prompts an international search for answers.
This sensitive, engaging and informative account of English university life, customs and mores
– as seen from the perspective of a young Japanese student, albeit Japan's heir to the throne –
contributes to cross-cultural studies in the broader context. It is also a rare record of a life lived
by one who normally experiences 'life above the clouds' as a member of the Japanese imperial
family.

From Brandon Massey, award-winning author of Thunderland, comes a terrifying
new novel about a town besieged by evil . . . and the one man who is determined
to fight the darkness . . . When renowned author Richard Hunter dies in a boating
accident, his son David travels to Mason's Corner, Mississippi, to find out more
about the father he never really knew. At first, Mason's Corner seems friendly
and unassuming-–the perfect small town. But after a newcomer moves into the
old-–and supposedly haunted-–mansion on the hill, everything changes . . .
People begin to disappear. Dogs viciously attack. And soon David discovers that
the terror consuming this place has its roots in his own family tree . . . For
something has risen in Mason's Corner. Something with bloody ties to the town's
past. Something undead--and hungering for vengeance . . .
A journal of Asian American cultural criticism.
"Idinikit ko pa ang aking katawan sa kanyang braso. Nagyayayang yakapin pa
ako ng sundalo. Lumapat ang aking pisngi sa kanyang mabalahibong dibdib. Ang
init ng kanyang mga bisig na sintigas ng M16. Kumapit ako nang mas mariin. Na
tila may nais akong imapa sa kanyang katawan, nais ikubli at nais pakawalan.
Kasinggaspang man ng talahib ang suot niyang fatigue, naibabalangkas ko pa rin
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doon ang tinatawag nilang pag-ibig" Published by Psicom Publishing Inc
Garnering international prizes and acclaim before its publication, Ilustrado has
been called "brilliantly conceived and stylishly executed . . .It is also ceaselessly
entertaining, frequently raunchy, and effervescent with humor" (2008 Man Asian
Literary Prize panel of judges). It begins with a body. On a clear day in winter, the
battered corpse of Crispin Salvador is pulled from the Hudson River—taken from
the world is the controversial lion of Philippine literature. Gone, too, is the only
manuscript of his final book, a work meant to rescue him from obscurity by
exposing the crimes of the Filipino ruling families. Miguel, his student and only
remaining friend, sets out for Manila to investigate. To understand the death,
Miguel scours the life, piecing together Salvador's story through his poetry,
interviews, novels, polemics, and memoirs. The result is a rich and dramatic
family saga of four generations, tracing 150 years of Philippine history forged
under the Spanish, the Americans, and the Filipinos themselves. Finally, we are
surprised to learn that this story belongs to young Miguel as much as to his lost
mentor, and we are treated to an unhindered view of a society caught between
reckless decay and hopeful progress. Exuberant and wise, wildly funny and
deeply moving, Ilustrado explores the hidden truths that haunt every family. It is a
daring and inventive debut by a new writer of astonishing talent.
Celebrate the power of the imagination with this inspiring picture book, a collaboration
between the multi-award winning former Children's Laureate Anthony Browne and the
Danish illustrator Hanne Bartholin. Frida and Bear both love to draw - but what? First
Frida draws a shape, then Bear turns it into a picture. Then Bear draws a shape for
Frida as the shape game begins again. Anthony Browne and Hanne Bartholin will
inspire creativity in this imaginative picture book that invites the reader to join in and
play the shape game too. Anthony Browne has won the Kate Greenaway Medal, the
Hans Christian Andersen Award and is the former Children's Laureate. He is loved
around the world for creating characters like Willy the chimp. ; The book is both a
whimsical story which celebrates the power of the imagination, and a way of inspiring
children's creativity. Children can enjoy the story as well as learning how to play the
shape game and use ordinary objects as inspiration for their own pictures.
A fundamental introduction to modern game theory from amathematical viewpoint
Game theory arises in almost every fact of human and inhumaninteraction since
oftentimes during these communications objectivesare opposed or cooperation is
viewed as an option. From economicsand finance to biology and computer science,
researchers andpractitioners are often put in complex decision-making
scenarios,whether they are interacting with each other or working withevolving
technology and artificial intelligence. Acknowledging therole of mathematics in making
logical and advantageous decisions,Game Theory: An Introduction uses modern
software applications tocreate, analyze, and implement effective decisionmakingmodels. While most books on modern game theory are either too abstractor too
applied, this book provides a balanced treatment of thesubject that is both conceptual
and hands-on. Game Theoryintroduces readers to the basic theories behind games and
presentsreal-world examples from various fields of study such as economics,political
science, military science, finance, biological science aswell as general game playing. A
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unique feature of this book is theuse of Maple to find the values and strategies of
games, and inaddition, it aids in the implementation of algorithms for thesolution or
visualization of game concepts. Maple is also utilizedto facilitate a visual learning
environment of game theory and actsas the primary tool for the calculation of complex
non-cooperativeand cooperative games. Important game theory topics are presented
within the followingfive main areas of coverage: Two-person zero sum matrix games
Nonzero sum games and the reduction to nonlinear programming Cooperative games,
including discussion of both the Nucleolusconcept and the Shapley value Bargaining,
including threat strategies Evolutionary stable strategies and population games
Although some mathematical competence is assumed, appendices areprovided to act
as a refresher of the basic concepts of linearalgebra, probability, and statistics.
Exercises are included at theend of each section along with algorithms for the solution
of thegames to help readers master the presented information. Also,explicit Maple and
Mathematica® commands are included in thebook and are available as worksheets via
the book's related Website. The use of this software allows readers to solve many
moreadvanced and interesting games without spending time on the theoryof linear and
nonlinear programming or performing other complexcalculations. With extensive
examples illustrating game theory's wide range ofrelevance, this classroom-tested book
is ideal for game theorycourses in mathematics, engineering, operations research,
computerscience, and economics at the upper-undergraduate level. It is alsoan ideal
companion for anyone who is interested in the applicationsof game theory.
Birds of Prey (Mga Ibong Mandaragit) is a story of the valiant fight for justice and social
change during and after the Japanese occupation of the Philippines in World War
II.Originally written in Tagalog by revered Philippine National Artist in Literature Amado
V. Hernandez, and translated to English by Estelita Constantino-Pangilinan, this sociopolitical novel depicts the oppression of the Filipino people by both the brutal occupiers
and their own corrupt leaders, while holding out hope for a vision of an egalitarian
society.Inspired by Jose Rizal's novels, it is a sequel to El Filibusterismo. Birds of Prey
follows Mando Plaridel, the guerrilla warrior who discovers his strength and greater
purpose as he searches for and finds the treasure left behind by Rizal's protagonist
Simoun.This historical fiction examines one country's past but its message resonates
with the real and present struggles in societies around the world.
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